Chapter Three

“City Church:”
Biblical? Achievable?

across our community are to join some kind of ‘city
verbally, or by overt non-participation, there are a lot of

out a Prologue and two Chapters celebrating what I see
as a timely work of God’s Spirit to bring on-line concrete

Is a citywide expression of Jesus’ Body a biblical pattern?
If so, what would it functionally look like in the context of a
Christian organizations and a host of ethnic and Christian
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the Protestant Reformation, with its four hundred years of
exponential ecclesiastical fragmentation that has resulted in
tend to stake claims to the legitimacy and autonomy of
their
pursuing their passion/mission through ministries parallel to

So, what does “one church, many congregations”
realistically look like in a community?
a realistic understanding of how a healthy, functional local

are emerging across the world at present, this is the beauty
of a unity found in diversity, and grown through maturity of

, all who have
genuinely received God’s grace gift of forgiveness and life
in Jesus, and are sealed by the Holy Spirit, regardless of any

local, individual congregations or house fellowships where
there is a clear appointing of spiritual leadership that teaches,
“city church,” a wider, inclusive expression of the Body
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of calling the citywide expression of collective believers a

congregation is clearly God’s vehicle for winning, growing

So, what am I really talking about here? I am talking about
a diversity of born-again living stones from a variety of
congregations identifying as a wider community committed
to advancing God’s kingdom, convinced that at some level,
my content in Chapter 1, to coin the title of a pop song from

is about a Southern Baptist coming to appreciate and pray
with an Assembly of God, an Hispanic worshiping alongside
an African-American, a millennial and a boomer working
Whatever congregation or
reach the whole city with the whole gospel through the whole
church?” The common, cohesive mission of the “city church” is
to work cooperatively and collaboratively to win and disciple
the collective souls of a city. I believe deeply we can steward
a sustainable culture committed to praying, caring for the
Shepherd, calls all of us in any given community to serve
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point:

for this reason we tend to surround ourselves with
Church offers a place where infants and grandparents,
unemployed and executives, immigrants and blue bloods

tank and a breast feeding baby who grunted loudly and

Jesus stressed one request above all others: “that they

look to a watching world, not to mention how different
history would look, if Christians were more deeply
Christianity Today,
So, do you wonder what the church might look like to the
watching world in your community if there was a citywide
expression of authentic John 17 community emerging and
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The Biblical Data

into Jesus’ heart as he weeps over the city of Jerusalem, and

from Chapter 1, notice the familial language, “I have longed
to gather your children together, as a hen gathers her chicks

a corporate identity and responsibility in their response to
revelatory truth, and an offer of personal relationship to

collective souls of a city recorded in Revelation, but this time

words to real people in real cities brought through John the

contextual commendation and critique to his people
Smyrna and Philadelphia there were house churches all over
But Jesus clearly addresses the collective souls of the redeemed,
the totality of saints living in that place, with a message tailored
to its unique context and culture.
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It has become evident to me that in the First Century, the
Lord dealt with his people on two levels, through “house
pastors and teachers, and also on this city level I am
the church throughout Judea, Galilee and Samaria enjoyed a
It was strengthened and encouraged by the
get around the reality that herein is a description of the
there is a distinctive, geographical work of the Spirit in that

also witnessed a clear supernatural growth of the overall
So, of course there were numerous individual congregations

the Holy Spirit set Barnabas and Saul apart for a new work,

It is not a surprise, then, to see how Paul addresses his

and called to be holy, together with all those everywhere
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and appoint elders in every town…”

super-ceded by a plethora of autonomous congregations,

reality of all three expressions, the church universal, the
I believe
we are returning to a correct understanding and functioning of
Jesus’ Body on earth. I am convinced we are in a day when the
Holy Spirit is initiating and igniting a restoration of the identity
communities to collaborate on the completion of Jesus’ Great
Commission to win and disciple all peoples.
A Holy Temple Rising
I want now to turn to Apostles Paul and Peter to give us
the nexus of relationship is
neither tent, tabernacle or the splendor of a temple. The nexus
is the inner, spiritual chamber of any heart that makes a place
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for the presence of deity to dwell.
seal, the promised Holy Spirit, who is a deposit guaranteeing
in Corinth, Paul posed this profound question: “Don’t you
know that you yourselves are God’s temple and that God’s

true of the larger corporate Body of believers: “For we are
them and walk among them, and I will be their God, and

is more vividly captured in the Hebraic language employed
of removing the wall of separation/distinction between

not profound enough, Paul goes on to describe the Body
truth and teachings of the apostles and prophets, with

in a city be built on the rock of revelatory truth given us
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Christ is Son of God and Son of Man, who alone offers the

of any association that is anchored in the absolutes of a truly

ever dreamed or designed in the history of humankind:
“In him (Christ) the whole building is joined together
and rises to become a holy temple in the Lord. And
in him you too are being built together to become a
dwelling place in which God lives by his Spirit” (Eph.
2:21,22).

women, young and old, of diverse culture, color, and language
into a singular spiritual society! And this holy endeavor is

Christ, present on earth, localized in language groups,
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Paul is clear: this can only happen by the supernatural grace
of the Holy Spirit selecting and putting each living stone in

But in view of the reality of any given real place in the real
With so much
disagreement and incongruence over theology and ecclesiology,
and so many members of Christ’s Body relationally at odds, is
Paul describing the same world you and I live in?

about fourteen venues for the annual Global Day of Prayer
by ethnic or linguistic expression, but all open to the wider

emergence of a greater Kansas City kingdom coalition,
every urban elementary child read at grade level and, and
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this is not a hyper-spiritual fantasy, but achievable when Jesus’

imagery, brings added light to Paul’s revelation of God’s
with a straight-up exhortation to his readers to get rid of
all the salacious, insidious attitudes that cause suspicion and

“…you also, like living stones, are being built into
a spiritual house to be a holy priesthood, offering

offers a living temple of incomparable beauty, a unity of life

So, in any given place, this could look like a squarish Southern
Baptist stone, with a roundish, asymmetrical Pentecostal
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stone, with purple, liturgical hue, and to the right, a perfect

of Jesus, the God-given capacity to honor and prefer others

inspiration to Gentile believers, who never even set foot in
the Jewish structure, but now have embraced the mystery
and marvel of being the very locus of God’s presence!

honor, and service to the Redeemer, who already offered
the people of
God, restored in his image, bear both the sanctity of priests,
and the dignity of kings.
“declare the praises of him who called you out of darkness,

In short, this living, organic household
of faith, cemented together by the love of Christ, in any given
city, region or nation, is to engage in proclamation of forgiveness
to those still lost, and demonstration of Jesus’ compassion to
those in need—sharing the good news and demonstrating love
through good works.
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going to readily agree with signing on to participate in
or irritated with those who don’t quickly sign on to this
need to acknowledge the right of the pastors, elders and
deacons of local congregations to differ with you, hold back
on relational/organic submission to the Lordship of Jesus,
promotion, and pronounce on-going invitation to the Spirit

city grows, and the stories of changed lives increase, some
of those who have had reservations might start dropping in,

Mystery Made Known
I want to elucidate another piece in Ephesians, one of

“His intent was that now, through the church, the
manifold wisdom of God should be made known to
the rulers and authorities in the heavenly realms…”
(Eph. 3:10)
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remove the barrier between man and God, and between
between Jew and Gentile, man and woman, rich and poor,

this
the Father to reverse the curses of Satan and sin were laid
out from the beginning of creation, as the fall of man came

on the plan, selection of the promised seed, prophecies
pointing towards the coming hope, the incarnation, atoning

an ever-changing, awe-inspiring sunset over a lake, ocean or

eons of time, intrigued as to how holy God would repair
is put in place! And it worked! And so, when believers, as
living stones, honor and prefer one another, walk in love and
work together, this is a demonstration in space-time reality that
the redemptive plan of God has succeeded. The Body of Jesus
Christ works!
through the Cross, cements the diversity of saints together
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different living stones are cemented together in Jesus love,
there is a beam of light displayed to the whole creation—
human, angelic, demonic—that this wisdom was supreme,

nexus for a variety of cultures, language groups and religions,
being in this place, one is bombarded with the sounds,
sights and smells of Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, and a host of
a Prayer Summit in 2005, key leaders in the Body of Christ
came to a holy resolve: to sow their lives into Jesus’ prayer
for unity in John 17:21-23, to pray together every Saturday
morning, for one another and for the kingdom of God to

distributing clothing, food and medicines to the needy, and
three point leaders for this movement, Joshua, Daniel and

resources to put on an appreciation dinner for the mostly

An authentic, tangible demonstration
of the love of Christ followers, serving a city, is compellingly
attractive. And, in light of Paul’s word in Ephesians 3:10, this
an illuminated billboard or beacon light that advertises an
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service are the strongest weapons we have to expose and
overcome the long-held lies and deceptions of the powers

So, I just returned from Prayer Summit number nine in Siliguri

tried to encourage these dear brothers to create a formal
citywide leadership team, with monthly meetings, goals and
while worshiping the Lord and praying for Siliguri and her
peoples every Saturday, the Holy Spirit has faithfully stirred
them with vision, consensus to collaboratively advance the

Suddenly, spontaneously, all three are responding to the

and sharing resources to reach prostitutes and their children
in the red light district, and assist in the development of
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approached these brothers, asking them to organize a public
presentation in the new downtown commercial center, “In

rupees to cover set-up charges!

most Indian cities host a Puja Festival to honor local and

year they compared notes, and determined that the Festival
was costing a lot of money, provoked social violence, and
their committee, cancelled Puja altogether, and gave a large
stage and props to the Churches to put on a worship
celebration!

developed organization, but by the leading and creative

others have already catalyzed John 17 prayer groups in the
neighboring cities of Kurseong and Mirik, and have a bold
vision of the sovereign Spirit stirring a movement in the
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Compelling Reasons to Build Unity in a City Context
If a story like this doesn’t grab your attention, let me add

to suggest some reasons for kingdom leaders to invest more
three decades helping birth and build the citywide church, in
many communities, in many nations, I want to build a case for
getting involved in promoting such a covenant community

So, why invest time, energy and resources in
building the “city church?”
1. It’s biblical.

2. There is inherent value in collegial relationships.
In Paul’s words, we are to be “like-minded, having

have observed kingdom colleagues--mixed gender,
multi-generational, ethnically diverse—spending
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time together, enjoying one another, laughing and
jesting, bearing one another’s burdens, crying and
leaders in cities so deeply bonded, they would be

3. The Body’s witness of oneness has an apologetic
power
in the trenches of our cities, our humility, our love

4. We share the privilege of united intercession for
the outpouring of the Spirit with signs, wonders
and conversions
gather across dividing lines of different theologies
and ecclesiologies, to pray for the needs of a city,

be an environment conducive for the sharing of
intercessory investment, praying into a preferred
future for your city, with watchful expectation of
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5. It is good wisdom and stewardship to coordinate
serving ministries; this is the answer to the proverbial

communicate and coordinate to avoid duplication
plethora of different passions and missional endeavors
functionally on the same team is wise stewardship,
and can only maximize further extension of kingdom

6. To share together a corporate responsibility to
win and disciple the collective souls in the city. It
is healthy to understand that we are not competing

we ask God to prosper one another’s outreach
endeavors, and rejoice together when new names

7. Maximize training and equipping opportunities

Course annually, hosted by a local congregation,

Christians how to reach out to Muslims, another
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the Spring of 2012, a group of Christian Education

8. Release the synergy of combined gifts and callings,
from here, I believe Christ’s Body, across a city or
region, is to move towards more of a functional
unity, all parts, callings and gifts at work according
whole Body “builds itself up in love, as each part
Is this unity and synergy meant only
for one congregation, or organization? No, this is
meant for a healthy Body—living stones cemented to
every part helping every other part. As the variety
of kingdom assets come into right alignment with

As you process these points, you may already be “on the
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the reality of how the Body of Christ relates in my city.”
in any new movement there are always innovators and
somewhere
friends to show up, one by one, and keep sharing your

put on your boots and head with me to the construction
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